Inclusive Development through Sport

An intensive training for professionals and students

Draft Programme

Monday, January 21st 2019

09h00 - 09h45  What will be helpful to know? Technical information and self-reflections
Katrin Koenen, Dr Irene McClatchey, Dr Ardith Peters

09h45 - 12h30  Adventures into the Unknown? Orienteering and Orientation
Dr Alan Kirk

14h00 - 17h30  Revealing opportunities? Learning & Teaching
Dr Richard Bailey

Tuesday, January 22nd 2019

09h00 - 10h30  Expect the unexpected! Psychology and session planning
Katrin Koenen

11h00 - 12h30  Trauma: An experience to be actively addressed?
Discussion with Dr Alan Kirk, Dr Richard Bailey and Dr Dean Ravizza

14h00 - 15h30  Can you? Abilities, disabilities, handicaps….
Lydia la Riviere-Zijdel

16h00 - 17h30  Yes, you can! Inclusion
Ken Black

Wednesday, January 23rd 2019

09h00 - 10h30  Professionalising a new area? Knowledge management
Katrin Bauer

11h00 - 12h30  Somewhere over the rainbow? Gender, Sexuality, Diversity
Kathleen Brenninkmeijer
Symposium in honour of Professor Gudrun Doll-Tepper  
Thursday, January 24th 2019

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 09h30 - 09h50 | Welcoming  
Wolfgang Schrödter, Managing Director, Fürst Donnersmarck-Foundation  
Dr Uri Schaefer, ICSSPE President |
| 09h50 - 10.00 | Introduction  
Detlef Dumon, ICSSPE Executive Director |
| 10h00 - 10h45 | Keynote  
Prof. Dr Karen DePauw |
| 11h00 - 11h45 | Keynote  
Prof. Dr Rory Cooper |
| 11h45 - 12h00 | Introduction to workshops |
| 13h15 - 14h45 | Parallel Workshops  
Policies, politics and programmes – Inclusive futures in sport  
Prof. Dr Karen DePauw  
Design sessions inclusively – A hands-on workshop even for unexperienced participants  
Ken Black  
Learning through Experience: A workshop in theory and practice  
Lydia la Rivière-Zijdel |
| 15h15 - 16h15 | Learning - Sharing - Acting - Workshop evaluation |
| 16h15 - 17h00 | Anything goes - Sharing and discussing openly  
Prof. Dr Gudrun Doll-Tepper |
| 17h00 - 17h15 | Summary of the day  
Prof. Dr Gudrun Doll-Tepper |
Friday, January 25th 2019

09h00 - 10h30 Conflict resolution? Research and implementation of sport programmes
Dr Dean Ravizza

11h00 - 12h30 More than an equity issue? Programmes for women beyond human rights
Kathleen Brenninkmeijer

14h00 - 15h30 Opposites attract? Socio-cultural aspects in activity programmes
Ghazi Nujeidat

16h00 - 17h30 Learning from each other? Journal reading, evaluation
Dr Irene Mc Clatchey, Dr Ardith Peters